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Europe’s Mobile Internet Opens Up

A third of all Europeans will use the Net through mobile

phones in 2004. Operators will try to control content 

and commerce services in the early years, but by the end 

of 2002 new mobile Internet providers (MIPs) will deliver

open access to the Net for all.

I N T E RV I E W S
• 90% of interviewees have plans for mobile Internet sites.
• But mobile operators’ role in distributing services is unclear.

A N A LY S I S
• Closed offerings will initially serve 50% of mobile users.
• MIPs will burn cash to make a mobile Internet land grab.
• Internet penetration determines closed offerings’ lifespans.

A C T I O N
• Stress mobile customer service over mobile commerce.
• Adopt “tiny transactions” as the mobile design point.

W H AT  I T  M E A N S
• Small mobile operators will merge or die.
• Phones will function as keys, tickets, and coupons.

R E L AT E D  M AT E R I A L

G R A P E V I N E
WAP sites on your PC.
Oops -- voice still matters.
WAP gateway market disparities.
Phone viruses loom.
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I N T E R V I E W S

Access Questions Taint Mobile Internet Zeal

European Internet leaders think that deploying sites for mobile phones

will generate new revenues and increase customer loyalty. Nine out 

of 10 plan to launch mobile Internet sites, and more than half have

already started development. But will consumers surf freely to any site on

the mobile Internet, or will operators confine their subscribers to selected

sites? Firms don’t know -- and struggle to make the right investments.

EUROPEAN FIRMS RUSH TO THE MOBILE INTERNET
Today’s Web sites were built for big-screen PCs with dial-up or broadband connections
to the Internet. But a new standard known as the wireless application protocol (WAP)
enables companies to create miniature Internet sites designed for mobile phones with
tiny displays and thin connections. We interviewed 50 European eCommerce executives
about their plans for creating a presence on the mobile Internet.

According to these execs, WAP is hot -- 90% already intend to deploy mobile Internet
sites. They expect these sites to enhance customer retention, drive incremental revenue,
and attract new customers (see Figure 1-1). Many expect to reach more consumers
through their mobile phones than through PCs.

“Our customers expect us to offer this. We risk our brand integrity if we don’t
move quickly. WAP will also let us hold on to customers who rarely visit our
stores and don’t have Internet access on a PC.” (Retailer) 

“WAP will provide a new revenue stream -- not from the user, but from the mobile
operators that we partner with. We expect them to pay us for premium content
that will differentiate them in customers’ eyes.” (Media company)

“The WAP site is a key part of our multichannel strategy to increase market share.
There are four mobile phones for every Internet connection in our target markets.
We expect 50% of our WAP site customers to be new to us.” (Commercial bank)

“I think that WAP phones will reach more consumers than the PC, interactive TV,
or any other networked device. We project that our WAP service will have 25,000
registered users next year and 1 million in 2003.” (Media company)
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Figure 1 European Internet Leaders Have Big Plans For Small Sites

Firms See Commerce, Content, And Customer Service Opportunities
More than half of interviewees expect their mobile sites to offer commerce transactions
like stock trading, travel bookings, and auction bidding. To attract users, firms also plan
to offer general content like news headlines, personalized content like stock portfolio
review, and customer service features like delivery status (see Figure 1-2).

“We’ll offer flight booking: If you see an offline ad with a low fare, you can put 
its code into your phone to receive the special offer. We will also deliver a
location-based flight check-in to get our business customers onto planes faster.”
(Airline)

“Our first service is simple: real-time stock quotes. The next step will be to enable
transactions. We’ve been in development since May and it’s working just fine --
our only problem has been getting phones for testing.” (Financial company)

“We’ll start with bid and winner notification for our auctions. Next, we’d like to
initiate new transactions based on past ones -- if your bid on ’75 Saint-Emilion
wine lost, we’ll notify you that another seller has a case available.” (Auction)
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(multiple responses accepted)
Percent of 50 companies interviewed

(multiple responses accepted)
Percent of 50 companies interviewed

1-1 “What benefits do you expect by offering a WAP site?”

Deepen customer relationship
Cross-sell products/services

Attract new customers

Reduce customer service costs
Learn the technology

Promote leading image

Retain existing customers
Generate incremental revenue

56%
58%

68%

54%
38%

16%
16%

12%

1-2 “What features will your WAP site offer?”

Account maintenance
Other customer service capability

Personalized content

Information push
Company-specific content

Special promotions

Commerce
General content

54%
42%

34%
22%

20%
18%

16%
8%



Figure 2 WAP Sites Are Ready -- But Access Is Murky

Sixty Percent Of Firms Have Started Development -- And It’s Cheap
Twenty-six percent of interviewees are building their sites now, 22% have launched
pilots, and 12% have rolled out services (see Figure 2-1). By the middle of next year,
48% expect their sites to be live. They report miniscule development costs: 
On average, they expect to spend only $87,000 annually for WAP development and
maintenance -- about 6% of the budget for an average European commerce site on 
the Web (see the March 1999 Forrester Report “The Price Of European eCommerce”).
Why? Existing Web content can be repurposed for WAP with little incremental work.

“It only took us two days to develop the pilot. We just wrote a few scripts; now 
the content is generated automatically. Once we go live, I think we’ll spend more
on marketing the site than on the site itself.” (Airline)

“We went from a concept to a working site in seven days. Since the costs amounted
to one new server and a week of a developer’s time, I’d say it cost less than $10,000
to get up and running. I’d peg the ongoing costs at less than 0.5% of the budget
for our Web site.” (Package delivery company)
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2-2 “How will you ensure user access to your WAP site?”

Expect open access
We will have our own gateway

Sign deals with multiple operators

Exclusive deal with operator
Don’t know yet

N/A

4%

40%
24%

10%

26%
10%

2-1 “What is the current status of your WAP project?”

Planning
30%

Developing
26%

Piloting
22%

No plans
10%

Live
12%

(multiple responses accepted)
Percent of 50 companies interviewed

Percent of 50 companies interviewed



But Distribution Uncertainties Perplex Companies
Despite their enthusiasm, interviewees aren’t sure whether they must sign deals with
mobile operators in order for mobile Internet users to reach their sites. Forty-four
percent expect that operators will restrict the sites that their subscribers can access,
making deals with individual operators mandatory for firms (see Figure 2-2).

“I don’t think we will have any control over users’ access to our WAP site. Some of
the mobile operators are looking to set up partnerships and then block users from
accessing other sites, just as old online services like AOL did.” (Media company)

“How can we avoid signing distribution deals with the operators? They are 
in a very strong position. It’s not like there are 40 operators in France to force
competition; it’s an oligopoly.” (Retailer)

One-fourth will try to avoid deals with mobile operators. Instead, they will launch their
WAP sites independently, market their URLs in ads and promotions -- and hope that
competitive pressures force operators to give free and open access to their mobile
Internet sites.

“We have a promotional deal with the No. 1 operator, but it’s not exclusive. 
I think the operators will open up to us and not the other way around. Our name
is big enough that it’s a disadvantage if their users can’t access us.” (Auction)

“Our top-tier customers are on the road all the time. We can’t expect them to dial
in to a WAP gateway from another country to check their next flight. We have 
to be accessible from any mobile operator’s network.” (Airline)

Another fourth say it’s too early to tell.

“I have no feeling yet as to how relationships with operators will work out. Who
knows, maybe there will be independent WAP portals like Yahoo!?” (Auction)

Conclusions
We draw two conclusions from our interviews with European Internet leaders:

• The mobile Internet dam is about to burst. Through mid-2000, a slew of 
sites currently in development and testing will go live.

• But distribution is murky. Executives can’t predict whether consumer access to
mobile Internet sites will resemble the closed online service model of old or the
free and open Internet.
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A N A L Y S I S

Open Access Will Rule The Mobile Internet

Mobile operators serving half of Europe’s subscriber base will initially

restrict which sites their users can access. But as 40 million Europeans

tote Net-capable phones in 2001, operators will find their power position

countered by new mobile Internet providers. Firms must switch

distribution tactics quickly to exploit ubiquitous open access in two years.

MOBILE INTERNET USERS GROW FAST -- BUT ACCESS SPLINTERS
Our interviewees’ enthusiasm makes sense: According to the EC, 117 million people 
in the EU carried mobile phones in August 1999. They already use these phones for
data, passing 2 billion short message service (SMS) messages a month to chat and read
sport scores. A few operators like Telia already provide WAP connections; nearly all
others plan to do so in early 2000. With Nokia shipping WAP handsets and Motorola
and Ericsson close behind, half of the Net leaders we interviewed will launch sites by
mid-2000. These factors will vault Europe past the US into mobile Internet leadership.

Infrastructure and Usage Take Off . . .
Europeans’ love for their phones will drive mobile Internet usage at an unprecedented
rate. We believe that 14% of Europeans will regularly use mobile Internet services just
three years after the introduction of the first handsets this winter (see Figure 3):

• Early adopters will ignite growth in 2000. The market clamors for WAP
handsets -- German phone shops report 100-user waiting lists for Nokia’s WAP-
enabled 7110. First-generation units will appeal to mobile die-hards who buy new
phones annually, despite a 50% price premium: 7.1 million business professionals
and trendy young adults will tote them as 2000 ends. Nearly all of these mobile
enthusiasts will use their phones’ Net capabilities: 6.1 million will visit at least one
site per month for early hit services like film tickets and instant messaging.

• The mass market will join in 2002. Internet-capable phones will proliferate 
as three barriers drop: 1) Slow connections disappear with the debut of high-end
general packet radio service (GPRS) phones; 2) cautious buyers warm to second-
generation units; and 3) the price barrier falls with low-end models that cater to
the burgeoning prepay market. In 2002, 107 million subscribers will carry the 
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Figure 3 Western Europe’s Mobile Internet Population, 1999-2004 7
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phones. Ease-of-use enhancements like push alerts and automatic configuration
will convert 54 million into regular mobile Net users -- 14% of all individuals.

• A third of all Europeans will use the mobile Internet in 2004. According to
Nokia and Ericsson, no major manufacturer will produce a mobile phone in 2003
without some form of Internet browser. Although they will support new content
formats like XHTML, phones will not abandon proven WAP standards. Routine
contract renewals and new subscriptions will bring Internet-capable phones into
219 million hands in 2004; as the network effect kicks in and more new services
raise the mobile Internet’s value, a third of all Europeans will use it regularly.

. . . But Half Of All Subscribers Will Only Receive Closed Offerings
As firms move to deploy WAP projects, some mobile operators will restrict users’ ability
to reach mobile Internet sites. Why? The Internet ravages their business models. Today,
operators enjoy usage-based pricing and fat value-added service margins. SMS services
offered with handpicked content partners make up to 20% of profits for players like
NetCom -- users pay up to $1 per hit for news alerts and jokes. But on the Net, content
is free and ISPs subsist on slim connection fees. As a result, operators’ strategies diverge:

• Closed offerings. Some operators deliver mobile Net services in conjunction 
with a few content partners, charging pay-per-use fees and blocking access to free
outside content. In Finland, Sonera charges subscribers about 60 cents each time
they access CNN news or Kauppalehti stock quotes at the operator’s portal -- 
and denies requests to external sites, like travel directory wap.2pl.com, when users
key them in. Forrester estimates that a third of operators will take this approach --
but they are among Europe’s biggest, serving more than 50% of all subscribers.

• Open access. Other operators let subscribers visit any site they choose with no
pay-per-use fees. Norway’s Telenor even provides a field to enter external WAP
addresses on its portal in case a user’s phone lacks the feature. Although Telenor
receives only airtime fees from consumers, it plans to make money from content
providers by selling them services that help create better mobile sites -- like a user
location service, a billing service bureau, and site hosting. Telenor will also
promote its mobile portal heavily in hopes of cutting traffic-driving agreements.

UNIVERSAL OPEN ACCESS IN TWO YEARS
Closed offerings have two proponents: 1) operators trying to retrofit existing business
models onto the mobile Internet, and 2) offline brands, late to the Web, who seek
insulation from competitors. But despite their efforts, Forrester believes that
countervailing pressures will force all mobile operators to provide open access by 2002:
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• Rogue operators poach profitable subscribers. Business professionals,
university students, and teenagers are most accustomed to the Internet and free
content. They also run up the highest mobile bills: Telia found that these
customers generate four times its average revenue per user. Upstarts like Blutel
will tout open access to win these market influencers from incumbents like TIM.

• Handset manufacturers promote “the Internet in your hand.” Motorola and
Nokia sell phones by trumping one another with features like voice recognition,
not by catering to operators. They will market WAP phones as Internet access
devices and ship them with preconfigured bookmarks from far-flung companies
that pay for the placement, exposing the limitations of closed offerings.

• Web heavyweights set open expectations. Consumer sites like QXL and 
portals like Virgilio won’t give up sales commissions or ad impressions for mobile
operator partnerships. But they will host their own WAP sites and promote mobile
features like bid notifications and shared public calendars to their existing Web
clientele. When operators like Omnitel block access, customers will flee.

• Regulators weigh in. Recent EC directives exhort national regulators to allow
new entrants access to existing mobile networks. Virtual mobile operators that
blossom in France and Italy in 2001 will flaunt open access to woo customers.

Mobile Internet Providers Emerge
The last nail in closed offerings’ coffin will come from new intermediaries that 
Forrester calls mobile Internet providers (MIPs). MIPs will give consumers phone numbers
for connecting to public WAP gateways that cut operators out of the value chain 
(see Figure 4). MIPs will invest in racks of dialup modems and heavy marketing to launch
their services but charge users little or nothing. A host of players will justify the costs:

• Banks leverage their reach. MeritaNordbanken, Handelsbanken, and Deutsche
Bank already host their own WAP gateways for security reasons. But once a few
thousand customers visit regularly to check their portfolios, these banks will cut
revenue-sharing deals with third parties to offer financial news, travel services, 
and gift retailing -- becoming destinations in their own right. While still closed,
these alternative offerings will steal eyeballs and transaction fees from operators.

• ISPs and portals burn cash to add users. Subscription ISPs like AOL France
and cash-rich portals like MSN will invest $4.3 million in first-year costs to
establish MIP operations -- including $1.9 million for marketing -- and offer
registered users open access to the mobile Internet from their portals. Why?
Reaching existing users on mobiles will pay off in lower churn, incremental sales 
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Figure 4 Mobile Internet Providers (MIPs) Will Bypass Operators

commissions, and new promotional revenues. These MIPs will break the closed
offering stranglehold even in Finland and France, where mobile oligopolies reign.

• Pure plays pay out to cash in. Mannesmann’s bid for Orange values each mobile
subscriber at $8,000 -- but once a user switches her phone’s gateway, MIPs can
grab her attention as easily as operators can. Venture-funded pure plays will go
deep in the red to offer MIP services, grab valuable subscribers early, and make
money later at an IPO or acquisition. Players like EDS will lower startup costs 
by building a MIP infrastructure and spreading the cost over many licensees.

Internet Penetration Determines When Closed Offerings Fall
Closed offerings will fall fastest where consumers already enjoy open Web content.
Therefore, Forrester uses a country’s ratio of Internet users to mobile subscribers as the
predictor of closed offerings’ lifetime. We see three types of countries (see Figure 5):

• Internet-focused. High Internet penetration limits closed offerings’ life to six
months. For example, 36% of Swedes already access the Web and have
relationships with portals like Passagen and retailers like shopping-zone.com. 
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by offering free access to
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wap.weather.com
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wap.moviepartner.com



Figure 5 Segmenting Europe’s Mobile Internet 11
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availability
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Mobile-focused countries: completely open in 2 years
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Belgium Crowded marketplace means all operators will launch open Feb ‘00

Denmark Tele Danmark knows it’s not a content player; Sonofon and Mobilix follow Mar ‘00

Finland Sonera and Radiolinja are closed, Telia and MIP startups will force them open Aug ‘99

Germany T-Mobil‘s and Mannesmann’s open plays will turn holdout E-Plus around Nov ‘99

Luxembourg Users with Europe’s highest per-capita income will demand open access Mar ‘00

Netherlands Too much competition for closed networks: five operators, 15 million people Dec ‘99

Norway Telenor sets the open access standard for Netcom Oct ‘99

Sweden Comviq and Europolitan cannot challenge market leader Telia’s open play Sep ‘99

Switzerland Swisscom will thrive on open access with a robust payment service Feb ‘00

UK Closed Orange will cave amid bad press; expect AOL UK to launch MIP Nov ‘99
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With consumer expectations set, operators Comviq and Europolitan will offer
open access from the beginning -- or capitulate quickly amid a consumer revolt.

• Internet-aware. Although online relationships lag in these countries, most
consumers are familiar with the Internet sites marketed in traditional media. SFR’s
closed offering can persist for a year in France at low utilization, but the overlap
between new mobile and Web users will pry it open by the end of 2000.

• Mobile-focused. In countries like Italy where mobile subscribers outnumber
Internet users 5-to-1, consumers will build their first online relationships on a
phone -- not a PC. With its 14 million subscribers unaccustomed to free content
and open access, TIM can maintain a closed offering in Italy for two years before
new alternatives get enough attention to force it open.

MOBILE INTERNET STRATEGIES MUST MATCH TARGET MARKETS
European firms must make different investments to reach mobile users depending 
on whether open access or closed offerings dominate their target markets.

Make Links Job One Where Open Access Reigns
Links will be paramount in open access for two reasons: 1) Subscribers will be far more
likely to click on links than peck out URLs on a keypad, and 2) minimal barriers to entry
guarantee a raft of competitors. To succeed, firms must sow links everywhere:

• Pay phone manufacturers for placement. Buyers who turn on their new WAP
phones will see preconfigured bookmarks immediately. eBay Germany should
strike a deal with Nokia to have wap.ebay.de baked into every model 7110 phone
shipped to Germany -- presenting users with eBay’s brand straight out of the box.

• Pursue sponsorships and promotions -- not ads. Banner ads won’t fit on tiny
screens and interstitials will annoy users who value speed. Instead, sponsor popular
WAP services and use them as promotion vehicles. Interflora might pay AOL
Sweden to sponsor its mobile instant messenger service: in return, Interflora could
keep a tiny, clickable logo in a corner of users’ displays and send clickable instant
messages to targeted users offering 25% off selected bouquets.

• Strike placement deals with mobile portals. Extend existing portal deals to
reach Web users who will flock to mobile offerings from Yahoo! and ¡Ole!. Secure
placement at operators’ mobile portals to reach legions of Internet neophytes who
will have little incentive to stray from the home pages that operators burn into
their phones. Finally, tap the MIPs that will cater to businesspeople and teenagers
who prefer niche destinations to galactic portals. Since ads won’t work, sign deals
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for preferred placement on portals’ site hierarchies and pay based on transaction
or customer acquisition commissions, not CPM.

• Build affiliate links. Develop an affiliate marketing program that distributes 
your points of sale to partners’ sites (see the October 1999 Forrester Report 
“New Affiliate Marketing Models”). Choose partners with complementary
products that overlap with your sales cycle that can link time-sensitive, location-
specific transactions to yours. For example, UK ticketing agency Aloud.com might
partner with Virgin Trains so that a consumer buying a rail fare to London would
be offered discounted tickets to that evening’s West End shows.

Preserve Independence Within Closed Offerings
Firms targeting markets like France and Italy cannot wait for the open era to launch sites:
Those that do will face an uphill marketing battle to win customers back from early
movers. Move now instead with flexible, short-term deals that anticipate the open era.

• Sign tactical deals with mobile operators. Aim for no exclusivity and maximum
one-year terms, with all contracts terminating by the end of 2001. Incorporate
shared risk by specifying customer support headcount for your site and jointly
funding public relations activities. Push for access to operators’ unique resources,
like using its customer database for direct-marketing mail drops.

• Keep operators’ hands off the site. Do not rely on a mobile operator with
minimal Internet expertise to develop and host your site. Instead, align mobile
Internet development and Web development under the same strategy team and
P&L. Tap forward-thinking interactive architects like Razorfish for design help
and delegate hosting duties to bulletproof providers like IBM Global Services.

• Lay the groundwork for transition. Avoid joint marketing deals that imply an
exclusive connection with an operator. Build hooks for multiple payment systems
including credit cards and direct debit, not just the operator’s billing interface.
When forging promotional deals with Web properties like Multimania, include
clauses that allow for expansion into mobile territory when networks open.

• Leave MIP duties to professionals. The MIP game looks like a smart side
business in markets like Italy, where closed networks will live long and capacity
constraints give operators no incentive to encourage mobile Internet traffic. 
Don’t do it unless you intend to launch a permanent, competitive Internet access
business -- it will alienate you forever from mobile operators that will drive the
bulk of mobile Internet traffic. Instead, complement operator deals by signing up
with a leading MIP contender that has a vested interest in cultivating subscribers.
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A C T I O N

Emphasize customer service over commerce.
The mobile Internet presents an opportunity to deepen customer relationships
for most firms, not an incremental revenue source. Consumers will not use their
phones for complicated, lengthy tasks like buying furniture: Only timely, simple,
location-based transactions will succeed (see the October 1999 Forrester Report
“The Dawn Of Mobile eCommerce”). Retailer Ikea should offer a WAP site,
but it should feature customer service capabilities like delivery status updates and
a store locator with location-specific directions -- saving commerce for the Web.

Construct ‘tiny transactions.’
Operators report that for every key press required to access a mobile service, 
the number of potential users drops by half. Strive for tiny transactions that
allow users to select content or make decisions with a bare minimum of input.
Enable existing customers to set their mobile preferences at your Web site and
apply the most popular settings as defaults for first-time visitors.

Modularize site content and presentation logic.
Most of our interviewees write hand-coded scripts to repurpose their Web 
sites for WAP. But this approach will break down when firms must support
many devices including digital TVs, video game consoles, and screen phones
(see the May 1999 Forrester Report “Integrating Europe’s Appliances”). Prepare
now by using tools from Arbortext or Bluestone to author content in malleable
XML format; store the presentation rules that transform XML content for
specific devices in an application server from Oracle or Software AG.

Market early sites to the wealthy and the young.
Business executives, university students, and teens will dominate the 30 million
early adopters that tap the mobile Net over the next two years. Use magazine
ads and airport displays to capture affluent adults, but lean on viral marketing
techniques like WAP postcards and multiplayer games to woo young consumers.

Use physical points of presence to demonstrate mobile sites.
MeritaNordbanken should train its tellers on Nokia’s 7110 and Ericsson’s R320
so they can show customers how to configure the bank’s WAP gateway. Spanish
newspaper Hoy should post experts at entrances to Real Madrid games who can
show fans how to access the latest football scores at the newspaper’s site.
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W H AT  I T  M E A N S
Ubiquitous, open access to the mobile Internet by 2002 will rock the mobile industry.

Operators will play tariff games to influence data with voice.
Europe’s Byzantine mobile tariffs mystify consumers -- the four UK operators
offer a total of 66 different plans. The mobile Internet will make it worse as
operators use voice discounts to affect data traffic. Upstart Connect Austria 
will woo high-volume WAP users with 30 free voice minutes per month to boost
its average revenue per subscriber -- but SFR will attempt to preserve a closed
offering in the open era by discounting voice for users who agree not to stray
from the French operator’s mobile portal.

Small mobile operators will disappear.
Open access will cannibalize operators’ profitable SMS offerings and consume
precious spectrum while introducing little incremental revenue. Operators will
seek high volume to combat low margins, driving mergers between small fry 
like Swisscom Mobile and Bouygues Telecom. After relentless consolidation, five
or six Pan-European operators will deliver all mobile telephony in 2004.

Prepay plus Internet will turn operators into banks.
Virtually every mobile operator will offer a billing service that lets subscription
customers charge transactions to their mobile bills. But when operators like BT
Cellnet let consumers use funds from their prepay accounts as well, they will
unlock Internet commerce for a new cohort of sidelined individuals with poor
credit. Operators will use prepay currency to launch secured credit card lines
that compete with Visa and MasterCard.

One out of three Europeans will tap the mobile Internet in 2004. Using a handset to
transact will seem almost as natural as making a voice call. This will drive broad impact:

Wireless will drive wired in the south.
The value of mobile Internet services skyrockets when consumers can use PCs
to customize their content and set up alerts. To stoke the market, operators like
Telecel in Portugal and Airtel in Spain will place Internet terminals in phone
shops that any passerby can use to tailor their mobile Internet experiences.
These initiatives will guide mobile users to the wired Internet and accelerate PC
penetration in lagging countries like Portugal, Spain, Italy, and Greece.
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Lounges will replace queues.
Mobile Internet sites will allow businesses like hotels and cinemas to service
customers from a distance without the cost of human agents or the hassle of
voice response. As Europeans check into the hotel on their phones while driving
in from the airport, queues at the reception desk will disappear. Instead of
rushing visitors through their establishments, banks and car washes will place
new focus on building relationships that keep customers coming back -- opening
lounges and cafes that encourage customers to spend more time on-site, not less.

Handset manufacturers will push personalization to the limit.
Universal WAP browsers will commoditize phones, driving manufacturers 
to differentiate in new ways. Players like Nokia and NEC will go far beyond
clip-on covers, embedding hooks in their phones that enable customization 
via downloads. A user will select options at wap.ericsson.com that overhaul the
phone’s user interface and change the animated character that represents the
user in instant messages, from a lithe raver to a grinning Pokémon. Users won’t
pay for these services when consumer brands like Nintendo foot the bill.

Service industries will boost their profit margins.
European firms have been slow to adopt proprietary mobile devices like Hertz’s
handheld computers that automate service tasks. But Net-capable phones offer a
cheap, standard way to input and receive corporate data anywhere. WAP
solutions for delivery authorization in trucking and technician dispatch in
computer repair will boost profit margins in these low-margin service industries,
and systems integrators like Navara will make a fortune implementing them.

Mobile event rights will break away from broadcast.
Formula One fans will pay a premium to glance at their mobile phones and see
that Mika Hakkinen leads in lap 47 -- turning the mobile rights for events into
premium assets. Lottery agencies and football associations like Germany’s DFB
will detach these rights from other broadcast rights and sell them to the highest
bidder; mobile resellers like Virgin Mobile will snap them up to gain visibility.

Phones will become keys, tickets, and coupons.
By 2004, mobile phones will store data persistently and zap it via radio
frequencies to other devices with Bluetooth technology. Tokens downloaded
from mobile Internet sites will turn phones into general-purpose identification
devices. After booking a vacation online, a consumer will use his phone to open
the gate at the hotel car park, authorize equipment rental at the ski lodge, and
transmit his free movie voucher to the hotel television set.
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Alcatel
www.alcatel.com
Angelica Wireless
www.angelica.dk
AOL Europe
www.aol.co.uk
APiON
www.apion-tss.com
AvantGo
www.avantgo.com
Diversinet
www.dvnet.com
EDS
www.eds.com

Ericsson
www.ericsson.com
Icon Medialab
www.iconmedialab.com
Jubii
www.jubii.dk
Logica
www.logica.com
Motorola
www.motorola.com
MSN Mobile
mobile.msn.com
Nokia
www.nokia.com

Oracle
www.oracle.com
Phone.com
www.phone.com
Razorfish
www.razorfish.com
Saraide
www.saraide.com
Scandinavia Online
www.scandinaviaonline.se
Symbian
www.symbian.com
Virgilio
www.virgilio.it

Bouygues Telecom
www.bouyguestelecom.fr
BT Cellnet
www.btcellnet.co.uk
Connect Austria
www.one.at
Dutchtone
www.dutchtone.nl
E-Plus
www.e-plus.de
France Telecom Mobiles
www.ftms.fr
Libertel
www.libertel.nl
Mannesmann Mobilfunk
www.d2mannesmann.de
Mobilix
www.mobilix.dk

Netcom
www.netcom.no
One 2 One
www.one2one.co.uk
Orange
www.orange.co.uk
Radiolinja
www.radiolinja.fi
SFR
www.sfr.fr
Sonera
www.sonera.fi
Sonofon
www.sonofon.dk
Swisscom Mobile
www.swisscom.com
T-Mobil
www.t-mobil.de

Telecel
www.telecel.pt
Telecom Italia Mobiles
(TIM)
www.tim.it
Tele Danmark
www.teledanmark.dk
Telefonica Moviles
www.tsm.es
Telenor
www.telenor.no
Telia
www.telia.se
Vodafone
www.vodafone.co.uk
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G R A P E V I N E

WAP sites on your PC.
A visitor to Forrester’s recent European Marketing & New Media Forum told us that 
he was glad to own one of only 36 WAP phones circulating in Sweden. If you’re not
among these privileged few, check out the WAP-to-Web converter at www.gelon.net
where you can enter any WAP address and view it on a mocked-up handset. The
conversion isn’t perfect, but it’s easier than sneaking a 7110 out of Nokia’s headquarters.

……

Oops -- voice still matters.
We saw a slew of WAP phones during our October visits to mobile operators, all in
various stages of development. No operators expect volume shipments until Q1 2000.
“Let’s see a working handset first before we talk shipments,” an exec at one UK operator
said. “We had four Motorola phones back this week and found lots of problems -- basic
stuff, like that the user name you keyed in on the phone would overwrite the number of
the gateway.” Did any of the phones function? “We could access our gateway with one
of the four. But it had a bigger problem -- it couldn’t make voice calls.”

……

WAP gateway market disparities.
At least six vendors sell WAP gateway products in Europe today. So how much do they
cost? A Scandinavian operator told us, “We were taken aback by the enormous disparity.
One vendor’s first estimate was $250,000 but another said $2.5 million.” Our take: This
situation won’t last. By the end of next year, the bottom will drop out of the gateway
market for two reasons: 1) Platform vendors like Oracle and IBM will roll WAP gateway
functions into their application server products, and 2) Finland-based WapIT’s open-
source WAP gateway will provide a zero-cost alternative.

……

Phone viruses loom.
The next iteration of the WAP specification -- version 1.2, due by the middle of next
year -- will include a new Wireless Telephony Application (WTA) standard. WTA will
allow mobile operators to implement call control features like call forwarding through
simple programs downloaded to the phone from their WAP sites. Forrester believes the
industry should think twice about this approach. A single WTA virus that initiated
random calls to distant numbers, built by a European hacker group like Chaos
Computer Club, would decimate consumer confidence in WAP.
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Europe’s Mobile Internet Opens Up
By Matthew M. Nordan

With Cliff Condon

Abigail Leland

QUICK VIEW

A third of all Europeans will use the Net through

mobile phones in 2004. Operators will try to control

content and commerce services in the early years, 

but by the end of 2002 new mobile Internet providers

(MIPs) will deliver open access to the Net for all.

I N T E RV I E W S
• 90% of interviewees have plans for mobile Internet sites.
• But mobile operators’ role in distributing services is unclear.

A N A LY S I S
• Closed offerings will initially serve 50% of mobile users.
• MIPs will burn cash to make a mobile Internet land grab.
• Internet penetration determines closed offerings’ lifespans.

A C T I O N
• Stress mobile customer service over mobile commerce.
• Adopt “tiny transactions” as the mobile design point.

W H AT  I T  M E A N S
• Small mobile operators will merge or die.
• Phones will function as keys, tickets, and coupons.
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ACTION

Emphasize customer service over commerce.
The mobile Internet presents an opportunity to deepen customer relationships
for most firms, not an incremental revenue source. Consumers will not use their
phones for complicated, lengthy tasks like buying furniture: Only timely, simple,
location-based transactions will succeed (see the October 1999 Forrester Report
“The Dawn Of Mobile eCommerce”). Retailer Ikea should offer a WAP site, but
it should feature customer service capabilities like delivery status updates and a
store locator with location-specific directions -- saving commerce for the Web.

Construct ‘tiny transactions.’
Operators report that for every key press required to access a mobile service, 
the number of potential users drops by half. Strive for tiny transactions that
allow users to select content or make decisions with a bare minimum of input.
Enable existing customers to set their mobile preferences at your Web site and
apply the most popular settings as defaults for first-time visitors.

Modularize site content and presentation logic.
Most of our interviewees write hand-coded scripts to repurpose their Web 
sites for WAP. But this approach will break down when firms must support 
many devices including digital TVs, video game consoles, and screen phones 
(see the May 1999 Forrester Report “Integrating Europe’s Appliances”). 
Prepare now by using tools from Arbortext or Bluestone to author content in
malleable XML format; store the presentation rules that transform XML content
for specific devices in an application server from Oracle or Software AG.

Market early sites to the wealthy and the young.
Business executives, university students, and teens will dominate the 30 million
early adopters that tap the mobile Net over the next two years. Use magazine
ads and airport displays to capture affluent adults, but lean on viral marketing
techniques like WAP postcards and multiplayer games to woo young consumers.

Use physical points of presence to demonstrate mobile sites.
MeritaNordbanken should train its tellers on Nokia’s 7110 and Ericsson’s R320
so they can show customers how to configure the bank’s WAP gateway. Spanish
newspaper Hoy should post experts at entrances to Real Madrid games who can
show fans how to access the latest football scores at the newspaper’s site.
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